The formation of intercalated motifs (iMs) --secondary DNA structures based on hemiprotonated C.C + pairs in suitable cytosine-rich DNA sequences, is reflected by typical changes in CD and UV absorption spectra. By means of spectroscopic methods, electrophoresis, chemical modifications and other procedures, we characterized iM formation and stability in sequences with different cytosine block lengths interrupted by various numbers and types of nucleotides. Particular attention was paid to the formation of iMs at pH conditions close to neutral. We identified the optimal conditions and minimal requirements for iM formation in DNA sequences, and addressed gaps and inaccurate data interpretations in existing studies to specify principles of iM formation and modes of their folding.
INTRODUCTION
Guanine-rich (G-rich) and cytosine-rich (C-rich) sequences in complementary strands of DNA are able to form nonstandard tetra-stranded DNA arrangements, namely Gquadruplexes and i-motifs (iMs). These potential tetraplexforming sequences are frequently located in functionally important regions of DNA such as telomeric or centromeric sequences and promoter regions of genes, e.g. (1, 2) . The search for relationships between tetraplex formation and its functional consequences is a current scientific challenge.
Although G-quadruplexes have been extensively studied for the last two decades (3, 4) , tetra-stranded structures formed by C-rich DNA regions i.e. i-motifs, have attracted relatively less attention. One of the reasons is the acidic pH needed for the protonation of N3 cytosine and the formation of the hemiprotonated cytosine.cytosine (C.C + ) pairs. The pairs join two parallel chains, which are zipped together in an antiparallel orientation (5, 6) . In contrast to Gquadruplexes, folding a sugar-phosphate DNA chain into the iM is unequivocally determined as only in a chair-type conformation regularly altering the up and down oriented C.C + pairs can be formed. Individual iMs can differ in folding direction (the first loop spans either a narrow or wide groove) (7) and in the intercalation topology (3 E or 5 E topology, according to which 3 or 5 cytosine forms the outer pair of the iM core) (8) (9) (10) . Transition into an intramolecular iM is highly reversible with the possibility of cyclic repetition (11) . For this reason, the iM is suitable for use in molecular engineering. Common applications of the iM include the construction of both static (12, 13) and dynamic arrangements (14) . Highly cooperative formation of the iM is a prerequisite for the use of this structure as a pH sensor (15) . pH sensors are also applicable in vivo (16) .
Common ligands that can modify G-quadruplex formation are not very appropriate for iM stabilization. However, a small molecule of IMC48 stabilizes the iM of the BCL2 gene under certain physiological conditions (17) and similarly graphene quantum dots can selectively stabilize human telomeric iM DNA (18) . Moreover, a specific cell environment can stabilize the iM, shifting its formation towards a less acidic pH. These conditions have been simulated using molecular crowding in PEG (200/8000) for d(CCT) n repetitive sequence (19, 20) and in nanocavity water pools of reverse micelle for human telomeric repeat (21) . It has also been shown that iM formation can be influenced by the presence of metals (22, 23) and specific ligands (24, 25) . Factors affecting the stability of iM structures have been thoroughly discussed in a recent review (26) .
The stability of the iM can be influenced not only by changing external conditions but also by primary structure modifications of DNA. For example, formation of the human telomeric iM can be shifted towards less acidic pH by introducing 5-methylcytidines in the iM core (27) . Previous research on loop length revealed that the stability of the iM decreases with the increasing length of loops above three nucleotides, with this effect being the most pronounced in the middle loop (28, 29) . The most stable was reported (30) as being the iM with only one nucleotide in the loop. Sta-bility of the iM also depends on the type of nucleobases in the loops (26, 31) and their precise sequence (32) . The most stabilizing arrangement of the first and the third loops was reported to include three thymines or two thymines with a cytosine in the middle (33) . Two thymines in the first and third loop can stabilize the iM due to thymine.thymine pairing (34) .
It has already been reported (35, 36) that, in spite of pK A 5 of cytosine protonation, iM can be formed in pH regions close to neutral in suitable C-rich sequences. Recently, detailed studies of this effect have shown (30, 37) that the elongation of cytosine tracts stabilizes the formation of iM at pH values even higher than neutral. Moreover, the recent paper of Waller's group has demonstrated that sequences which have the capacity to fold into the iM under neutral pH are frequently present in genomes and predominantly in their functionally important regions (37) .
Despite recent cellular experiments (38,39) strongly supporting the biological importance of the iM, direct evidence of its existence in vivo had been still lacking. Two quite recent studies were published reporting the detection of iM formation in the nuclei of human cells. Using in-cell NMR spectroscopy, Dzatko et al. (40) showed that iMs, formed from fragments corresponding to naturally occurring Crich sequences in the human genome, are stable and able to persist in the nuclei of living human cells. In agreement with this observation, Zeraati et al. (41) by means of fluorescently labelled antibody fragments, detected iM formation in the regulatory regions of the human genome in permeabilized cells.
The above-mentioned importance of the iM structure emphasized by its reported existence in cells and presumable biological functions requires further detailed research on conditions of its formation. In spite of numerous thorough studies, there are still questions that remain unanswered. In this paper, we broaden and clarify data on the minimal and optimal number of block cytosines required for iM formation, on the kinetics of iM formation, on optimal loop compositions of intramolecular iMs and on the influence of single nucleotide loops on iM molecularity. Using a variety of methods, we search for the basis of distinctly thermostable iM forms existing in (C n T 3 ) 3 C n with seven or more cytosines in blocks, under pH values close to physiological ones.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
All the oligonucleotides used in this study (Supplementary  Table S1 ) were synthesized and purified by Sigma-Aldrich. The lyophilized oligonucleotides were dissolved in 1 mM sodium phosphate, 0.3 mM EDTA, pH 8, to give a stock solution concentration of ∼10 mM in DNA nucleosides. The oligonucleotides were denatured before further use to remove possible higher structures.
UV absorption and CD spectroscopy
The precise oligonucleotide concentrations were determined based on their absorption measured at 90
• C in 1 mM sodium phosphate, 0.3 mM EDTA, pH 8 on a UNICAM 5625 UV/Vis spectrometer using the calculated (42) molar extinction coefficients at 260 nm (Supplementary Table S1 ).
All experiments were performed at 23
• C, in 0.5× BrittonRobinson buffer (20 mM H 3 BO 3 , 20 mM H 3 PO 4 , 20 mM CH 3 COOH, 37 mM KOH (K-RB)) giving pH 8. The pH values were adjusted by adding 2 M HCl directly to the cells and measured using a Sentron Titan pH meter with Sentron Red-Line Probe electrode or Mettler Toledo pH meter with InLab micro pH electrode. Samples were left to equilibrate and all measurements were taken the following day without thermal annealing. Annealing (90 • C for 5 followed by slow cooling), which was also pursued for a control, led to lowering ε, ε and T m values and induced formation of higherorder structures at acidic pH values (Supplementary Figure  S1A, B) .
CD spectra were measured using a Jasco J815 spectrometer (Japan) in 1cm (unless stated otherwise) path length Hellma cells in a Peltier holder. Strand concentrations of oligonucleotides were 2-4 M (∼0.07 mM in nucleoside residues). Circular dichroism was expressed as
(the molarity being related to DNA strand concentration, unless stated otherwise). The pH titration curves were measured by changes of ε at 287 nm (CD maximum for iM formation). The experimental data were fitted by three-parameter sigmoidal function using SigmaPlot 10 software (Systat Software Inc., USA). The pK A values are inflection points of the fits. We determined the standard error of pK A values for selected control oligonucleotides from three independent pH dependencies as 0.05 pH value.
Kinetics of iM formation was measured using a Chirascan Plus dichrograph equipped with a Stopped-Flow accessory (Applied Photophysics, UK) and a Xe/Hg lamp. The device was set to 297 nm, 2 nm bandwidth and 1 cm optical path length. Both circular dichroism and absorbance were recorded. For mixing reaction, the oligonucleotide was prepared in 1 mM sodium phosphate, 0.3 mM EDTA buffer, pH 8 and mixed at 1:1 volume ratio with the 1× K-RB buffer of certain pH (pH 5 and pH 7.1) to give desired pH after mixing. Final oligonucleotide concentration was set to 3 M in strands. Each mixing reaction was repeated eight times and each repeat consisted of 10 000 experimental points (1-300 s). The average of selected experimental traces, expressed as ε, was fitted by a single-exponential rise to maximum according to the function f(x) = y 0 + a*(1 -exp(-b*x)) + c*(1 -exp(-d*x)) using SigmaPlot software.
UV absorption melting curves
Prior to melting, all samples were left overnight at 23
• C to achieve equilibrium. Melting curves (5-85, 85-5 and again 5-85
• C) were measured using a Varian Cary 4000 spectrophotometer (Australia) in 1 cm cells. The temperature was increased/decreased in 1
• C steps and the samples were equilibrated for 2 min before each measurement to give an average temperature change around 0.25
• C.min −1 . Melting curves were monitored by absorbance at 297 nm and expressed as 0-1 normalized data. The data were normalized using a dual baseline-corrected melting curve according to Mergny (43) . Accuracy of T m determination was ±0.5
• C. • C in 0.5× K-RB, pH 5.0 (pH 6.5 or pH 7.5). 2 g of the respective oligonucleotides in the same solvent were loaded on the gel. As a marker, we used GeneRuler Ultra Low Range DNA ladder (bands refer to the number of bases).
The gels were stained with Stains-All (Sigma-Aldrich) and digitalized using Personal Densitometer SI 375-A (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
Bromine probing of unpaired cytosines
All samples were 5 -labeled by 32 P-␥ -ATP using T4-polynucleotide kinase. Labeled samples were diluted into 0.5× K-RB buffer of desired pH. Reactions of unpaired cytosines with bromine were carried out in accordance with published procedure (44) modified according to Guo et al. (45) . In brief, the samples (60 l) were reacted with molecular Br 2 (generated by mixing an equal molar amount of KBr with KHSO 5 ). The reactions were terminated after 10 min for pH 5 or 20 min for pH 8 by adding 20 l of stop buffer containing 1.2 M sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.3), 7.5 mM HEPES and 20 g glycogen. Unreacted Br 2 was removed by ethanol precipitation and the pellets were rinsed with 70% ethanol. The modified oligonucleotides were backbone cleaved at sites of modification by heating (30 min) in 1 M piperidine at 90
• C. After extensive lyophilization, the products were denatured with loading dye and separated on a denaturing (7 M urea) 20% (29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) sequencing gel. Electrophoreses were run about 90 min at 2.6 kV (45 W) on a S2 Model (BRL, Life Technologies) sequencing instrument. The gels were visualized using Phosphor Storage Screen (Amersham Biosciences) and digitalized by a Typhoon FLA9000 device. The densitograms were calculated using Image Quant 5 software.
Data on other methods used in the experiments shown in Supplements are given along with figure legends.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
iM formation is sensitively reflected in the spectra of the electronic circular dichroism and in UV absorption spectra ( Figure 1A ). As shown for (C 3 T 3 ) 3 C 3 (abbreviated C 3 T 3 , Supplementary Table S1, Figure 1A ), single-stranded unordered C-rich DNA fragments yield a CD spectrum with a positive maximum at 275 nm. With decreasing pH below the neutral value, this positive maximum increases and shifts toward the red and, simultaneously, the CD region around 260 nm deepens, resulting in the formation of a negative band. CD spectrum with a high positive maximum at 287 nm and a negative one at 265 nm is characteristic of the iM ( Figure 1A ). In contrast to distinctly different spectra of Gquadruplexes (46) , which can adopt various structures, CD spectra of iM sequences are principally of the same type due to their single folding topology. iM formation is a cooperative two-state process as revealed by the sigmoidal shape of the dependence of the ε 287 as a function of pH (25), and by the presence of isodichroic points at 240 and 278 nm in the CD spectra. Cytosine protonation is reflected by an increase in the UV absorption spectrum around 300 nm, whereas the formation of the ordered iM is associated with a decrease of the absorption maximum (at 267.5 nm) and its bathochromic shift ( Figure 1A , insert). Cytosine protonation that does not lead to the formation of any ordered structure, as shown by CD for (CT 3 ) 3 C (abbreviated CT 3 , Supplementary Table S1, Figure 1B ), starts at pH values more close to the pK A of cytosine and leads to an overall increase in absorption spectrum at long wavelengths, including the maximum ∼267 nm ( Figure 1B , insert). Thus the absorption maximum at 267 nm increases, while it decreases when the ordered iM structure is formed ( Figure 1C ).
iM formation of C n T 3
The study commenced with the sequences contained in Table 1 , which differ in the number of cytosines in blocks interrupted by three thymines. Figure 2A shows the pH-induced formation of iM of sequences C n T 3 indicated by changes in ε 287 . C 3 T 3 transforms to iM with the midpoint (pK A ) around pH 6.8. Oligonucleotides with longer C blocks adopt iM at pH more close to the neutral value, and sequences C 5 T 3 and C 6 T 3 are transformed to iM even above pH 7 ( Figure 2A ). The transition midpoint does not further shift for n > 6. The transition curves become more steep with increasing n, i.e. more cooperative (steepness of the curve is related to the degree of cooperativity (25)). ε values of the final C n T 3 iMs increase with Cn length, and, simultaneously, the structures become more thermostable (Table 1 ). An increase in T m with increasing number of cytosines in blocks is quite uniform for sequences starting from C 4 T 3 C 3 (expected 7 C.C + pairs) to C 6 T 3 (12 pairs) with ∼3.7
• C per additional C.C + pair (Table 1 ). For C 3 T 3 and shorter sequences, the drop in T m increases with decreasing number of cytosines; the relative effect of loops and ends starts to prevail and the shortest sequence able to form iM at reasonable pH value is C 2 T 3 .
Kinetics of iMs formation of C n T 3 . All the iMs of C n T 3 are intramolecular (Supplementary Figure S1B) . Interestingly, while the iM of C 3 T 3 appears with fast kinetics, the complete formation of iMs of C n T 3 with n > 3 is slow. A stopped flow CD measurement shown in Figure 3 demonstrates that the iM of C 3 T 3 is completely formed within the first 10 s after adjusting pH to 5. The same ε 297 is observed at repeated CD measurements after 5 min and the next day. Changes in CD spectra of C n T 3 with n > 3 are also fast in the first 10 seconds, but iMs are formed only partially (∼70% in the case of C 5 T 3 , Figure 3 , Supplementary Figure S2C ). ε 297 further increases for the next CD measurement, and the final equilibrium values are only attained within hours, depending on pH ( Figure 3B ). With increasing pH, the time of reaching equilibrium increases. All experiments present in the paper were thus conducted the next day after adjusting pH to desired values. C 3 T 3 adopts iM also slower at increased pH but faster than a repeated CD measurement can be performed, i.e. <5 min. We call this as 'fast kinetics' throughout the paper; in contrast, systematic changes measurable by standard CD are referred to as 'slow kinetics'. Folding and unfolding curves of C n T 3 sequences exhibit hysteresis, both with pH (Supplementary Figure S2A) and temperature changes (Supplementary Figure S2B) , the extent of which depends on n. No hysteresis is observed with C 3 T 3 , the hysteresis is small with C 4 T 3 , but it becomes extensive with further increasing n and pH (Supplementary Figure S2A, B) . Starting from C 4 T 3 the iMs can probably adopt more conformations (as shown for long C n blocks (37)), which may hinder the formation of the stable form and may be responsible for the observed slow kinetics and hysteresis.
CD reflects number of C.C
+ pairs forming the iM structure. CD amplitudes at 287 nm of the completely folded iMs linearly increase with the increasing number of cytosines in sequences C n T 3, for n = 2-6 (Figure 2A, right) . This dependence also contains the ε 287 values corresponding to iMs with odd number of C.C + pairs, represented by oligonucleotides C 3 T 3 C 2 , C 4 T 3 C 3 and C 5 T 3 C 4 (5, 7 and 9 C.C + pairs, respectively). Every other extension of molecule by another C.C + pair results in a constant increase in ε 287 . The linear dependence of ε on C n T 3 can be used for determination of the number of C.C + pairs in iMs of analogous sequences. C 2 T 3 C and CT 3 (Supplementary Table S1 , Figure 2A, right) lie outside the linear dependence. The ε 287 of CT 3 does not change with pH ( Figure 2A) . The sequence C 2 T 3 with four (two and two) C.C + pairs is thus the last one able to form iM at room temperature.
Interestingly, the alternating sequence (CT) 14 C does form iM (Supplementary Figure S3) with pK 5.92 and T m 35
• C. It can be expected that T in the CTCTC blocks are taken out of the iM core formed by three and three C.C + pairs, and TCT triplets form iM loops (sketch in Supplementary Figure S3 ). Shorter alternating (CT) sequence (CT) 10 C forms iM (similar to C 2 T 3 ) at much lower pH.
Effect of loop length and composition on iM structure and stability
Effect of loop length. The next stage of our studies was a comparison of iM formation by (C 3 X 1-3 ) 3 C 3 sequences in terms of number of C.C + pairs, pK A values and thermodynamic stability with respect to iM molecularity ( Table 2) .
The 21-mer C 3 T 3 , described in the previous section, is used as a reference for other sequences. C 3 T reaches approximately the same ε 287 value at acidic pH as C 3 T 3 ( Figure  2B ). The transition, however, proceeds at slightly lower pH values and, mainy, with slow kinetics. This indicates more than one molecule participating in its iM structure. This is in accordance with native electrophoresis taken under the same conditions where C 3 T was observed to run as a dimer ( Figure 2B, Supplementary Figure S4 ). The iM of C 3 T 2 reaches lower CD amplitudes and is formed with decreased cooperativity at more acidic pH values than the previous two oligonucleotides ( Figure 2B , Table 2 ). The difference in ε 287 between C 3 T 3 and C 3 T 2 is the same as that between C 3 T 3 (6 C.C + pairs) and C 3 T 3 C 2 (5 C.C + pairs). This indicates that some Cs are not involved in the iM of the C 3 T 2 stem but are incorporated in loops.
The studied fragments were probed with nascent bromine to indicate which cytosines are involved in C.C + pairs, thus protected from bromination, and which are incorporated into loops (Supplementary Figure S5A) . In the case of C 3 T 3, all cytosines interact very slightly with bromine at pH 5, only the C3 nucleotide is somewhat more susceptible to interaction. In the case of C 3 T 2 , the C3 and C11 are accessible to bromination and, to a lesser extent, also C8 (Supplementary Figure S5A and sketch). This indicates that two thymines are not sufficient to form loops, especially the middle one. In case of C 3 T iM, we observed a higher accessibility for bromine in cytosines C3, C7, C9 and C15 (Supplementary Figure S5A ). As a result, the stem would contain only four C.C + pairs (Supplementary Figure S5) . However, this result does not correlate with the CD results, indicating that all Cs are involved in the iM of C 3 T. As revealed by PAGE (Figure 2B ), C 3 T forms a bimolecular iM. We found that the molecularity of C 3 T is dependent upon DNA concentration. While C 3 T forms an intramolecular iM at 0.2M DNA strand concentration used in the bromination experiments, it forms a bimolecular iM at 4 M strand concentration used for spectroscopic methods. No free Cs were detected by bromine footprinting in a control experiment with DNA concentration used in CD ( Supplementary Figure S5C) . Thermostability of the C 3 T 3 iM is 60.6
• C and that is by 5.7
• C higher than that of the iM of C 3 T 2 ( Table 2) . A difference of 9
• C was observed between melting temperatures of the iMs of C 3 T 3 C 2 and C 3 T 3 , differing by one C.C + pair (Tables 1 and 2 ). Thus, the decrease of C 3 T 2 thermostability may be the cost of losing two cytosines from the iM core to be incorporated into the loops. The bimolecular iM of C 3 T melts more cooperatively than the two other sequences (C 3 T 2 and C 3 T 3 ) and its thermostability, as compared with C 3 T 3 , is only slightly lower than that of C 3 T 3 , but yields a hysteresis of 4
• C (Supplementary Figure S6) . The results suggest that the optimal number of thymines in loops of an intramolecular iM is three. If only two Ts are present, one C is consumed by loops at the expense of losing one C.C + pair. Single Ts in all three loops do not permit intramolecular folding. The resulting bimolecular structure is almost as stable as an intramolecular one with three Ts (Table 2 ).The single T in the bimolecular iM is sufficient to form the central loop without disrupting the C.C + pairs.
The influence of single-nucleotide loop on the iM molecularity. Owing to the destabilizing influence of single Ts on the intramolecular iM structure, we observed the effect of replacing T 3 with a single T in individual loops (Supplementary Figure S7 , Supplementary Table S2 ). T/T 3 substitution in only a single loop predominantly retains an intramolecular iM structure but traces of bimolecular iMs are present with T/T 3 in the middle loop. (Supplementary Figure S7A) . In the case of replacing two T 3 by single Ts in the first and second or in the second and third loop, bimolecular iMs are preferentially formed, while in the case of T,T 3 ,T in particular loops, the intramolecular structure is preserved (Supplementary Figure S7A ). The distinct length of the first and the third loop is unfavorable for iM structure, which is consistent with (30, 36, 47) . More detailed information on stability and ε 287 of T/T 3 substituted sequences is contained in Supplementary Table S2 (inside 7) and in Supplementary Figure S7B and its legend. In contrast to only bimolecular iMs with single T in all three loops of C 3 T, the intramolecular iM structure is preserved in the case of C 4 T with four Cs in blocks (Supplementary Figure S7A ). The length of the loops can be extended (to 2, 3, 2) by cytosines from the iM stem resulting in seven and six C.C + pairs in C 4 T 2 and C 4 T, respectively, as compared to eight pairs in C 4 T 3 (Supplementary Figure  S8, sketches) . The ε 287 values of their iMs agree with this model (Supplementary Figure S8) .
Effect of nucleotide types in loops.
Next, we compared the results shown with C 3 T n sequences ( Figure 2B ) with the effect of other nucleotides in loops ( Figure 4 ). P Different chromophores of loop nucleotides do not distinctly contribute to the CD effect reflecting iM formation (Supplementary Figure S9A ).
21-mer, C 3 A 3 , (Table 2 ) folds with fast kinetics into an intramolecular iM (Supplementary Figure S4) with ε 287 value 246 being close to that of C 3 T 2 , the iM of which contains one C.C + pair less than C 3 T 3 ( Figure 4 ). Its formation takes place at pH values 0.5 lower than that corresponding to C 3 T 3 .
In analogy with C 3 T 2 , 18-mer, C 3 A 2 ( Figure S4) . The iM formation of C 3 A 2 proceeds at a lower pH than that of C 3 A 3 , it is much less cooperative and the final structure reaches ε 287 value close to that of C 2 T 3 ( Figure 4 ) containing four C.C + pairs. The bromination of C 3 A 2 identified C3, C6, C11 and C16 susceptible to interaction, which supports the presence of four C.C + pairs in C 3 A 2 iM stem (Supplementary Figure  S5B) . C 3 A forms with a slow kinetics a bimolecular iM with ε 287 reaching the same value as C 3 A 3 . Its melting displays a hysteresis (Supplementary Figure S6) . At the low DNA concentration used for bromination experiments however, it folds intramolecularly. The bromine footprint indicates C3, C5, C9, C13, and C15 (Supplementary Figure S5B) . Thermostabilities of the iMs containing As decrease in the order C 3 A 3 > C 3 A ≥ C 3 A 2 ( Table 2 , Supplementary Figure S6) . The difference in melting temperatures between C 3 A 3 and C 3 A 2 is 4.4
• C, which is similar to that between C 3 T 3 and C 3 T 2 (loss of one C.C + pair). The CD results ( Figure 4 ) imply, and the bromination experiments seem to support (Supplementary Figure S5B ) that iMs of the set of sequences with the bulky A in the loops lose one C.C + pair as compared with their analogous sequences containing Ts. Supplementary Figure S9 shows in the example of several sequences containing T and A bases in loops that the mere presence of A is not the cause of the decrease in ε 287 in A versus T containing iMs. The same follows from Supplementary Figure S7B . Thermal stability of the set with A loops is still much lower than would correspond to the loss of one C.C pair ( Table 2) . A negative effect of bulky purines on iM stability was also reported by (25, 31, 33, 34) . Conversely, thermal stability of the sequences with Ts may be supported by T.T pairs stacked on the adjacent C.C + pairs (34) .
Sequences containing a single or even two Gs in loops are also able to adopt the iM. Similarly to the previous 15-mers (C 3 T and C 3 A), C 3 G (Table 2) forms with a slow kinetics a bimolecular iM, (Supplementary Figure S4) but less cooperatively and at an even lower pH ( Figure 4 , Table 2 ). The transition of C 3 G starts close to pH 6 and the final iM reaches the same ε 287 value as C 3 A. The iM of C 3 G melts at ∼40
• C with a hysteresis of 3
• C between melting and renaturation curves (Supplementary Figure S6) . The iM of C 3 G 2 arises with comparable kinetics as C 3 G, but at a much more acidic pH value ( Figure 4 , Table 2 ). Nevertheless, ε 287 of the final iM structure of C 3 G 2 achieves the same value as that of C 3 A 2 . C 3 G 2 is mainly intramolecular, but its formation is hindered by an interfering bimolecular species, which can be seen by electrophoresis (Supplementary Figure S4 ). Both purines, adenine and guanine in loops influence the iM structure in a similar way, but its competition with a duplex in the case of Gs in the loops decreases the pH of the transition and slows down the kinetics of iM formation. The presence of G.C pairs may explain a distinct increase in the T m of C 3 G 2 , i.e. by about 13
• C as compared with the iM of C 3 G (Table 2, Supplementary Figure S4 ). C 3 G 3 adopts only duplex and hairpin structures, both in acid and in neutral pH (no iM is formed).
We have also studied analogous sequences with cytosines in loops i.e. C 15 , C 18 and C 21 . The 21-mer adopts with a fast kinetics an intramolecular iM (Supplementary Figure  S4) , with the transition midpoint of 7.25 and ε 287 of the final structure even higher than that of C 3 T 3 ( Figure 4 ). The iM of C 18 yields a similar value of ε 287 , but its formation is slower. The increase in ε means that three nucleotides are not needed for loops in the case of cytosines and that they form additional C.C + pairs. The dC n oligonucleotides can adopt various iM arrangements. Various folding possibilities of long C n stretches (C 12 -C 30 ) into intramolecular iMs were studied by Burrows group (30, 31) . The authors demonstrated that the transition pH and T m values of the C n iM structures displayed a four-nucleotide (4n -1) repeat pattern. The optimal folding for various C n lengths was tested using model sequences with substituted non-C (T,U,A,G) deoxynucleotides in selected positions. The loop nucleotide influenced iM stability in the order C > T∼U >> A∼G, which is in line with our observations.
In our study, only C 15 behaves like the other sequences with non-C loops. It forms, in the same way as the other sequences with single nucleotide in loops, a bimolecular iM (Supplementary Figure S4) with ε close to that of C 3 T (Figure 4 ). All sequences with Cs in loops adopt iMs at higher pH values than analogous sequences with non-C loops and their stability is also distinctly higher ( Table 2 , Supplementary Figure S6 ) (31) .
iM of long cytosine blocks in (C n T 3 ) 3 C n sequences
Similarly as shorter sequences, all the iMs of C n T 3 with n > 6 are intramolecular for both pH 5 and 6.5 (Supplementary Figure S1 ). Higher associates were only observed after annealing iM structures stabilized at pH 5, but not at pH 6.5.
The dependence of the ε 287 of iMs formed at pH 5 by C n T 3 on the number n of cytosines in blocks (Figure 2 ) remains linear up to the longest measured sequence C 10 T 3 (Supplementary Figure S10A) . The same is true for the dependence measured at pH 6.5. Only the sequences with the shortest C blocks reach lower ε 287 values than corresponds to the line (Figure 2) , which is much more pronounced at pH 6.5 than at pH 5 (Supplementary Figure  S10A) . The CD data in the figures are related to molar strand concentration, which means that ε 287 values represent the sum of contributions of individual C.C + pairs in whole iM molecules responsible for the CD signal. To learn the contribution of individual C.C + pairs to CD signal with respect to the number of cytosines in blocks, the same amounts of DNA have to be compared. The dependence of ε 287 on the number of cytosines in blocks related to molar nucleoside concentration ( Figure 5A ) culminates for n around 5-6 and does not increase any more for longer C stretches. The long-wavelength UV absorption reflecting cytosine protonation changes in the same way as the molar CD and reaches a plateau for C runs longer than five ( Figure 5B) . Analogously, UV absorption in the absorption maximum around 260 nm decreases (Supplementary Figure  S10D) . These dependencies copy the course of T m values of iMs as a function of the length of cytosine blocks at pH 5 ( Figure 5C ). The T m dependence is, however, different at pH 6.5. Melting and renaturation proceed as single-step processes with only a small hysteresis at pH 5, whereas a distinct two-step melting with a strong hysteresis is observed in iMs at pH 6.5 for sequences with n>6 ( Figure 5C ). Thus, iMs of long C n T 3 sequences fold into two types of structures, which melt at distinctly different temperatures. The two-step melting of C rich sequences at pH close to neutral has been already observed by Z. Waller's group (37) . The authors suggested the iM and a foldback as a possible explanation of the two melting forms.
The two-step melting reflected by changes of ε 297 is shown in Figure 6 for C 9 T 3 . The population of the two forms changes according to pH. The less stable form (form 1) prevails at neutral pH, and with decreasing pH gradually fades out. Nearly a single form, the more stable one (form 2), is present at pH 5. Analogous but inverted changes are displayed by ε 260 (not shown).
Calorimetry, carried out at about ten times higher DNA concentration as compared to standard CD experiments, detected only a single form of C 9 T 3 at pH 5, whereas two distinct structures are observed at pH 6.5 (Supplementary Figure S11) . (Yet another weakly populated structure is detected by calorimetry at pH 6.5, the indication of which can be traced at low temperature on the melting curve in the insert of Figure 6B . The existence of another low-temperature transition can be clearly seen in Figure 6A at pH 7.2).
Renaturation proceeds in a single step. The hysteresis between melting and renaturation processes increases with pH increasing towards neutral conditions ( Figure 6 ). (Interestingly, the single-step melting of C n T 3 with 4 ≤ n < 7 -Supplementary Figure S2B provides the same type of hysteresis). After returning to low temperature, the original equilibrium between the two forms is attained again and the repeated melting curve copies the original one. The population of the two forms was the same for the C 9 T 3 sample prepared one or three days before its measurement (Supplementary Figure S12 ). The return of the sequence C 9 T 3 from its denatured state to a temperature within the region of the plateau between the two melting processes is not reversible: No increase in ε 297 occurred after keeping the sequence at the respective temperature (four hours at 53
• C for C 9 T 3 at pH 6.5, or 24 h at 27
• C for C 7 T 3 at pH 7.2); the sequence remained denatured. Thus, form 2 does not occur without form 1 at pH values close to neutral.
The hyperchromicity of the 297 nm absorption band reflecting cytosine protonation is distinctly more extensive for pH close to neutral value than for pH 5 ( Figure 6 ). To find the reason for this difference, the absolute ε 297 values, instead of relative or normalized ones, have to be plotted. Long-wavelength (∼297 nm) absorption of iMs at acidic and neutral pH values do not differ much for folded states, but the absorption values distinctly differ for denatured states: ε 297 of the denatured state of C 9 T 3 at pH 5 is nearly double that at pH 6.5 (Supplementary Figure S13A) . CD spectra of the denatured state of C 9 T 3 also differ at pH 5 and 6.5 (Supplementary Figure S13B) . The maximum of the positive CD band of the denatured form remains close to 287 nm at pH 5 i.e. close to the maximum of the folded state, whereas it is shifted to 275 nm at pH 6.5, as shown for the unstructured form in Figure 1C . Thus, the denatured sequence may still contain protons at pH 5.
In Figure 7 the same dependences of ε 297 on temperature are presented as in Figure 6 , but at particular pHs for more C n T 3 sequences. Depending on the length of the C blocks, the population of the two structural forms changes, while the total ε 297 change during denaturation remains more or less constant at a given pH. With increasing the length of the C blocks, the population of the less stable form 1 increases. Simultaneously, form 1 becomes more populated with the increasing pH ( Figure 7B ). Thus, it seems that the number of available protons at particular pH values is sufficient for a limited number of Cs in the long blocks. The hysteresis of renaturation increases with increasing length of C n blocks and increasing pH (Supplementary Figure S14) .
What is form 1?
CD spectra of C 9 T 3 , measured in the course of melting (Figure 6B) , reveal that forms 1 and 2 cannot be distinctly different. Their mixture at low temperature yields a CD spectrum characteristic of the iM structure and the spectra in the course of melting are linearly dependent (Supplementary Figure S15A) and intersect in isodichroic points (240.5 and 276.5 nm). The whole melting behaves as a two state process. This means that the CD does not discriminate between forms 1 and 2. This conclusion is supported by a SVD analysis, which detects only two spectrally distinguishable forms during C 9 T 3 melting (Supplementary Figure S15B) .
The same results follow from 1 H NMR measurements (Supplementary Figure S16) . The spectrum of C 9 T 3 at low temperature, thus of the mixture of the two forms, is characteristic of the iM structure. The signal at about 15.5 ppm belonging to H + between N3 of cytosine pairs, and the signal around 9 ppm of amino protons bound to oxygens decrease with increasing temperature in two steps (Supplementary Figure S16A) , and in the same temperature regions as observed with CD. The population of the less stable form 1 slightly decreased for higher DNA concentration used for NMR (0.2mM DNA) as compared with CD (2M DNA) (Supplementary Figure S16C) but the T m values of both structures remained unchanged.
NMR signals in the region between 6 and 8 ppm (Supplementary Figure S16B ) coming from H5 and H6 of cytosines are distinctly lower at 20 and 40
• C than at 45
• C, when form 1 became denatured. The spectra remain the same at temperatures from 45 to 52
• C, i.e. in the plateau of CD dependence, and a distinct increase in signals takes place at 65
• C, when form 2 also melted. The NMR results confirm the existence of two iM forms but, in the same way as CD results, do not distinguish between them.
What is thus the difference between the two iM forms? What does the structure of long C blocks look like?
'Superfolded' iM
It follows from the UV absorption and CD measurements and mainly from temperature dependences ( Figure 5 ) that long C blocks are not advantageous for iM structure stability. A thermodynamic hindrance of C blocks longer than four to form a stem of intercalated C.C + pairs is noticeable from the electrophoretic results ( Figure 8A ) of sequences C n and C n T 3 C n : A 7-mer C 7 forms a (not very stable) tetramolecular iM, but C 8 isomerizes between the four molecular and bimolecular structures. C 9 and longer sequences up to C 15 exclusively form bimolecular iMs, whereas still longer sequences C 18 -C 21 ( Figure 8A, top) fold intramolecularly. Similarly, C 4 T 3 C 4 and C 5 T 3 C 5 form bimolecular iMs, but C 6 T 3 C 6 forms, in addition to bimolecular, an intramolecular iM and all other sequences with longer C blocks fold to iM only intramolecularly ( Figure  8A , bottom). Analogous with the above results, we expect that the intramolecular iMs of (C 7 T 3 ) 3 C 7 and those with longer C blocks may turn back somewhere along the C stretch to superfold into shorter i-motifs.
If our expectation is correct, we should be able to observe in long C stretches some regions forming additional loops and thus be susceptible to interaction with bromine. In the case of C 9 T 3 at pH 5, we can see in the middle of light areas of Cs forming C.C + pairs, dark places around Cs 5, 17, 29 and 41, which interacted with bromine ( Figure 8B ). The same holds for pH 6.5 but not for pH 8. The interacting Cs are less distinct at pH 6.5, which, however, says nothing about the population of the superfolded structures at the two pHs as the whole blocks are globally darker at pH 6.5 than pH 5. The iM is probably less compact at pH close to neutral, and thus more susceptible to interaction with bromine. It follows from these experiments that sequences C n T 3 containing long C blocks prefer to fold into multiple iM structures with short blocks of probably three or four C.C + pairs. A separation of the original iM with long C blocks into two (or more) short iMs could be accompanied with a change in the compactness of the two structures. In fact, the appearance of a slower band can be observed on the electrophoresis running at pH 6.5 for C 9 T 3 and longer motifs, the population of which increases with the length of C blocks ( Figure 9B, Supplementary Figure S1B) . The slower bands can also be detected at pH 5, but they are in a minority (Supplementary Figure S1A) . Similar two closepositioned electrophoretic bands were observed (48) with 3 E and 5 E iM forms (49) , but this does not explain the two bands under discussion. The 3 E and 5 E iM forms do not differ in thermal stability.
Two iM forms differing in topology have been observed in a C rich fragment of the human centromeric satellite (10) and also in the fragment of the human telomere sequence (C 3 TAA) 4 (25) . In both cases, the second iM structure is formed at a pH lower than 4.6. The authors consider protonation of adenine to be responsible for the formation of the low-pH form, which does not thus explain the two distinct structures observed close to neutral pH.
In a recent paper, Rogers et al. observed an anomalous hysteresis (50) and a multiphasic pH-induced iM unfolding of the human telomere DNA sequence, of oligo C 19 and of a fragment of the RAD 17 promoter (R17). The unusual hysteresis was observed to be dependent upon how fast the iM structure was formed. R17, consisting of two long C blocks interrupted by G, adopted, upon rapid folding (injection into pH 4.5), an iM arrangement, which unfolded in three phases. The authors explain the anomalous behavior by the presence of three differently folded iM structures: 5 E and 3 E iM structures, and by dimers of higher intermolecular products. Lieblein et al. also showed that a fast jump from pH 9 to 6 could give rise to 3 E and 5 E iM conformations, with the latter being more populated (49) .
None of the above iMs can explain our distinctly different observations: Formation of the two iM structures does not depend on the way they are induced. The population of particular forms remains the same after repeated melting and annealing processes (Supplementary Figure S12) . The structures are intramolecular, and no dimers or higherorder structures were observed even after annealing at pH 6.5 (Supplementary Figure S17) . The two structures are induced at pH close to neutral values, while only a single structure is formed at pH 5. In contrast with the neutral iM forms, properties, namely molecularity, of the acidic iM form depend on the way of its induction (51) , which is in line with our observations (Supplementary Figure S1A, B) .
What is the difference between the iM forms 1 and 2?
This question still remains open and we have no direct evidence to support our model: In the excess of protons at pH 5, not only the hemiprotonated C.C + pairs forming the iM stem contain protons but also the denatured forms remain protonated (Supplementary Figure S12) . In contrast, in the lack of protons around neutral pH, the protons have to be economized. They will be preferentially situated in areas where they can contribute to structure stability, i.e. in the iM stem, while they can be initially depleted in loops. If the loop cytosines in the superfolded part of iM structure of C 9 T 3 do not carry protons, then C 4 TC 4 T 3 containing T instead of the middle C could melt similarly as the less stable form 1. Actually, C 4 TC 4 T 3 displays the same ε values as C 9 T 3 at pH 6.5 for both native and denatured states and its one step melting and renaturation curves are close to the renaturation curve of C 9 T 3 ( Figure 9A ). The second part of C 9 T 3 melting occurring at much higher temperatures does not take place with short iMs of C 4 TC 4 T 3 . On the electrophoresis, the iM structure of C 4 TC 4 T 3 remains level with the slower band of C 9 T 3 ( Figure 9B ). Both iMs thus adopt similarly compact structures formed by a couple of iMs with half the length size of C 9 T 3 iM. At pH 5, T m of the iM of C 4 TC 4 T 3 is lower than that of C 9 T 3 and a hysteresis of its refolding into the superfolded iM structure is greater. We expect that the lack of protons supports bending of long C blocks to form short, less protonated and less stable structures. With decreasing pH the population of short, bent iMs decreases and that of iMs with long Cn stretches starts prevailing (Figures 6 and 7) . We suggest that the difference between the iM forms 1 and 2 dwells in the different length and protonation of their structures.
CONCLUSION
We have identified the optimal conditions and minimal requirements for i-motif (iM) formation in C-rich DNA sequences. We show that the minimum number of block cytosines (n) required to form intramolecular iM of (C n T 3 ) 3 C n sequences is two, i.e. two couples of intercalated C.C + pairs. However, intramolecular iM can also occur if a suitable number of repetitions of the dinucleotide (CT) are present. Though iM stability increases with the length of C blocks, the optimal number of Cs for iM formation is a triad C 3 . (C 3 T 3 ) 3 C 3 forms iM with fast kinetics and the pH-and temperature-induced iM folding is a reversible process without any hysteresis. In contrast, iMs of (C n T 3 ) 3 C n sequences where n > 3 form with slow kinetics lasting even hours depending on pH and C n length.
We have shown that with an appropriate reference system CD spectroscopy can be used to determine the number of C.C + pairs in iM structures. We applied this and found that the optimal number of nucleotides in loops securing iM stability is three. In the case of only two non-C nucleotides, the iM is destabilized as it loses one C.C + pair in the stem to incorporate the Cs into the loop structure. Single nucleotides in loops influence the molecularity of C 3 X n iMs and their presence in all three loops (including C) prevents the formation of intramolecular iM folding. CD and bromine footprinting experiments have implied that bulky Figure 9 . (A) Melting curves of (C 9 T 3 ) 3 C 9 (black) and (C 4 TC 4 T 3 ) 3 C 4 TC 4 (blue) at pH 6.5 and pH 5, measured by ε 297 . (B) Native PAGE of C n T 3 sequences for n = 6-11, and of (C 4 TC 4 T 3 ) 3 C 4 TC 4 performed at pH 6.5. Schematic drawings of the suggested iM structures of C 9 T 3 are sketched. purines in loops of iMs consume one extra C.C + pair from the stem as compared to thymines.
The CD signal ( ε 287 ), absorption (ε 297 ) and stability of the iMs of (C n T 3 )C n increase with increasing C n length and the midpoint of pH-induced iM formation shifts towards more alkaline pH up to a pH 7.5 for n = 6. For n > 6, the CD signal related to molar nucleotide concentration, absorption reflecting sequence protonation and the transition midpoint, stop increasing. Simultaneously, the iM denaturation profile shows two distinct phases at pH values close to neutral, indicating the presence of two different species. Their population strongly depends on the C-tract length and precise pH value, but not on the annealing procedure. Our 1 H NMR data and SVD analysis of CD spectra show that both species are iMs with the same spectral characteristics, thus indistinguishable with these methods. The thermally less stable form (form 1) prevails at neutral pH and with decreasing pH gradually fades out. Only a single form (form 2) is present at pH 5. Form 1 is present in greater quantities the higher the pH value and the longer the C blocks are, thus reflecting the decreasing ratio between the number of accessible protons and cytosines present.
Electrophoretic results and bromination experiments indicate that long C n blocks in (C n T 3 ) 3 C n sequences turn back within the C runs and form two (or more) short iMs. We suggest that the difference between form 1 and 2 resides in the different lengths and protonation of their structures. We expect that the lack of protons is the driving force for iMs folding into short units, which do not need protons in newly created loops. The formation of short iMs instead of long ones may be analogous to splitting long repeated G-rich sequences into beads-on-a-string-like arrangements.
The results shown in this paper are of particular relevance in view of the long C-rich sequences found in important regions of the human genome.
